
Heavy duty cast axle adds strength, 
enabling the tractor to withstand the 
stresses of uneven terrain

T Series tractors feature a push-
button controlled power take-off for 
driving accessories

Access on and off the tractor is 
made easy with a shaped steering 
wheel and adjustable seat position

ENGINE TRANSMISSION
STANDARD  

CUTTER DECK

HIGH GRASS  

MULCH DECK

OPTIONAL POWERED GRASS 

COLLECTOR CAPACITY

T60
Kawasaki FS481V 

Twin cylinder 603cc
Hydrostatic

107cm (42")  
XRD rear discharge 

92cm (36") 300 litres

T Series Garden Tractor

T60

A mid-range garden tractor, highly capable for most applications. The new 

T60 garden tractor is the ‘stalwart’ of the Westwood range. It is ideal for 

customers with a large garden who don’t want to compromise the quality of 

finish for the convenience of a ride-on lawnmower.

Fitted with a 107cm (42") XRD cutter deck, the T60 can operate in 

conjunction with the optional Powered Grass Collector or as a rough cutter. 

To tackle dense grass, brambles or nettles, configure the T60 with a  

92cm (36") High Grass Mulching deck.

1875mm

1126mm
(inc deck)

1140mm

985mm

 SEE REVERSE FOR FEATURES AND BENEFITS 
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FEATURES BENEFITS

Cut and collect system
 Cut and collect grass fully even when it’s wet using the optional 

Powered Grass Collector

 Stripe a lawn with the optional grass collector’s integrated roller

Premium quality engines  T60 tractors use premium spec twin cylinder Kawasaki engines. 

These are selected for their power, economy and durability

Heavy duty construction

 Extra strong cast axle with useful tie-down points

 Painted components have surpassed 500 hours of continuous 

salt spray exposure without corrosion

 The tractor is protected from accidental impact damage by the 

tough tubular bullbar bolted to the tractor’s chassis


Low noise operation is a result of the double skinned bonnet 

which reduces engine noise, and the cutting and collection 

system which minimises air disturbance from the cutting blades, 

reducing unwanted sound

 Strong, durable single pressed body

Dashboard / Display / 

Operating Management System 

(OMS)

 Regularly used controls are at your fingertips thanks to the 

ergonomic dashboard layout

 Warnings and indicators are visible at all times on the simple-to-

use dashboard display. 

Power take-off  Drive a range of accessories for year-round garden care by using 

the push-button controlled power take-off

Choice of decks  Standard deck is a 107cm (42”) rear discharge XRD. Use the 

optional 92cm (36”) HGM deck for cutting tall grass and nettles

Easy access  Access on and off the tractor is made easy with a shaped 

steering wheel and adjustable seat position

Park brake  The tractor cannot be started unless the brake is engaged. This  

safety device is fitted as standard on all Westwood models

Easy-to-use pedals and levers
 Pedals and levers are positioned within easy reach of the 

operator and have been engineered to be lightweight-to-use

 Deck height adjustment is light, smooth and easy-to-use thanks 

to a clever gearing system through nine incremental settings

Hydrostatic transmission  One pedal controls forward speed. Press it further and your 

speed increases. Release it and you slow down
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